Abstract. This work is concerned with the existence and uniqueness of a strong Markov process that has continuous sample paths and the following additional properties.
(iii) The amount of time that the process spends at the vertex of the cone is zero (i.e., the set of times for which the process is at the vertex has zero Lebesgue measure).
The question of existence and uniqueness is cast in precise mathematical terms as a submartingale problem in the style used by Stroock and Varadhan for diffusions on smooth domains with smooth boundary conditions. The question is resolved in terms of a real parameter a which in general depends in a rather complicated way on the geometric data of the problem, i.e., on the cone and the directions of reflection. However, a criterion is given for determining whether a > 0. It is shown that there is a unique continuous strong Markov process satisfying (i)-(iii) above if and only if a < 2 , and that starting away from the vertex, this process does not reach the vertex if a < 0 and does reach the vertex almost surely if0<a<2.
If a > 2, there is a unique continuous strong Markov process satisfying (i) and (ii) above; it reaches the vertex of the cone almost surely and remains there. These results are illustrated in concrete terms for some special cases.
The process considered here serves as a model for comparison with a reflected Brownian motion in a cone having a nonradially homogeneous reflection field. This is discussed in a subsequent work by Kwon. 1. Introduction 1.1 Overview. Let Q be a subdomain of the unit sphere S in R , d > 3, such that S ~'\Í2 is nonempty and the boundary dQ of Í2 in S ~~l is C3. Define the open cone G = {roe: r > 0, oe G Í2}. The closure and boundary of G will be denoted by G and dG, respectively. The origin {0} is the vertex of the cone. Let v be a C ¿/-dimensional vector field on <9t7\{0} , such that v is constant on rays of the cone, i.e., for each aeôiî, \(rw) = v(w) for all r > 0. We assume that the component of v in the inward normal direction to dG\{0} is positive. Indeed, without loss of generality, by the scaling and continuity of v and compactness of 9Í2, we may and do assume that v • n = 1 on <9(?\{0} , where n is the inward unit normal to 9G\{0} . Let v denote the component of v in the direction of the radial unit vector er in Rd , and define the vector q = v-vrer-n.
We assume vr G C3(ô(?\{0}) and q G C\dG\{0}).
Remark. For many of the arguments in this paper, it suffices for Q to be a C2+e domain and for v to be a C1+s vector field on dG\{0} for some e > 0, and in some instances for e = 0. For simplicity here we have rounded these up to C and C , respectively. The strongest assumptions are needed in §2.2 for proving Lemma 2.1 and for determining whether the reflected Brownian reaches the vertex of the cone. In particular, the assumption that vr G C3(dt7\{0}) is used in Lemma 2.4, and that q G C4(dG\{0}) is used in Lemma 2.5. It is quite likely that our smoothness hypotheses could be relaxed by working with suitable Holder or Sobolev spaces. However, we have not focussed on obtaining the weakest possible smoothness hypotheses here, but rather have imposed mild smoothness assumptions to clearly expose the nature of the results and methods of proof.
The basic problem considered in this paper is the question of existence and uniqueness of a strong Markov process that has continuous sample paths and the following three properties.
(1.1)
The state space is the (closed) cone G and the process behaves in the interior of this cone like ordinary Brownian motion.
( 1.
2) The process reflects instantaneously from the smooth part 5C7\{0} of the boundary of the cone, the direction of reflection being given by the vector field v.
(1.
3) The amount of time that the process spends at the vertex of the cone is zero (i.e., the set of times for which the process is at the vertex has zero Lebesgue measure).
A study of the two-dimensional analogue of this problem, where the state space is a wedge, was carried out in Varadhan-Williams [22] . A reflected Brownian motion in a cone with particular directions of reflection arises in Le Gall's [15] study of the set of times t such that, up to time t, the path of a Brownian motion W stays inside the translated cone W(t) -G.
As in [22] , the problem considered here does not fit within the realm of the general theory of multi-dimensional diffusions, because, at the vertex of the cone, the boundary of the state space is not smooth and the directions of reflection are discontinuous. One of the aims of the study of concrete examples is to increase the detailed knowledge about the possible boundary behaviour of multidimensional diffusions. Moreover, these examples can be used as "models" for comparison with diffusion having variable coefficients and radially varying directions of reflection in locally cone-like domains. As an illustration of this, in a subsequent work, Kwon [13] has used the results of this paper to study the existence and uniqueness of a reflected Brownian motion in a cone with directions of reflection that may vary along the rays of the cone.
The basic problem, described heuristically above, is formulated in precise mathematical terms as the question of existence and uniqueness of a solution of the following submartingale problem. For this, let Cg denote the set of continuous functions w : [0, oo) -> G, endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets in [0, oo). For each t > 0, let J?t = o{w(s):0< s < t} denote the rr-algebra of subsets of C¡~ generated by the coordinate maps w -> w(s) G Rd for 0 < s < t, and let J( = Voo-^r -o{w(t)'-0 < t < oo}. Equivalently, Jit (resp. Jf) is the Borel cr-algebra associated with the topology of uniform convergence on [0, t] (resp. compact subsets of [0, oo)). For a probability measure P on (Cq, Jf), a process {X(t), t > 0} will be called a F-(sub)-martingale on (C-^,Jf, {^t}) if {X(t), Jit, t > 0} is a (sub)-martingale on (C^, JK, P). Note in particular that this implies X is adapted to {J(l, t > 0}. Let C2b (G) denote the set of functions that are twice continuously differentiable in some domain containing G and that together with their first and second partial derivatives are bounded on G.
Submartingale Problem (SP). A family {Px, x G G} of probability measures on (Cg, JÍ) is a solution of the submartingale problem (SP) associated with the data (G, v) if for each x e G, Px has the following three properties. (1.4) Px{w(0) = x) = 1. ;i.6) EP*y™l{0}(w(s))ds 0.
If there is a unique solution of this submartingale problem, then it has the strong Markov property. For fixed x G G, a probability measure on (Cg, Jf) satisfying (1.4)-( 1.6) will be referred to as a solution of the submartingale problem (SP) starting from x.
We now give an outline of the remainder of the paper. §2 deals with the question of existence of a solution of the submartingale problem (SP). Our methodology follows that of Varadhan-Williams [22] in the sense that a solution is obtained as a weak limit of a family of approximating processes with a jump at the vertex. A basic building block in this is a strong Markov process that satisfies (1.1) and (1.2), but that instead of satisfying (1.3) is absorbed at the vertex. This absorbed process is characterized as a solution of a submartingale problem. It is shown that if a certain parameter a (depending on the geometric data of the problem) is strictly positive, then the absorbed process reaches the vertex almost surely. Conversely, if a < 0, then the vertex is almost surely not reached when the absorbed process starts away from it. The dependence of a on the geometric data is in general quite complicated and can only be determined explicitly in certain cases with a high degree of symmetry. This is in contrast to the two-dimensional situation treated in [22] , where a simple explicit formula for a was given. However, we do derive a criterion involving an integral test for determining whether a > 0 or a < 0. This criterion, which also applies to any process satisfying (1.4)-(1.5), is the main new feature in the existence proof. A harmonic function which involves the parameter a is also used to obtain estimates of some expected occupation times and hitting times. These estimates are used in a critical way to prove that if a < 2, there is a probability measure on Cg satisfying (1.4)-(1.6). If a > 2, there is no solution of ( 1.4)-( 1.6).
§3 is concerned with the question of uniqueness of a solution of the submartingale problem. Uniqueness is the key to the proof of the strong Markov property. For a < 2, there is a unique solution. To prove this, we use a parallel of the argument in §5 of Bass and Pardoux [2] . The crucial ingredient for this is a ratio limit theorem. Theorem 3.3 plays this role here, in place of Theorem 5.4 in [2] . For a > 2, there is a unique solution of ( 1.4)-(1.5), which instead of satisfying ( 1.6), is concentrated on these paths that are absorbed at the vertex in finite time.
The above results are illustrated explicitly for the special case when G is a "circular cone", v has only normal and radial components, and the scalar radial components are all equal (in magnitude and sign). Then, if £ denotes the azimuthal angle of the cone (measured from the axis of symmetry to the boundary), and ß denotes the length of the radial component of v (ß < 0 if the radial component is towards the vertex, ß > 0 otherwise), then a > 0 if and only if ß < (2 -d)(únQ2~d í (sin6)d~2d6, Jo and q > 2 if and only if £ < cos_1(l/\/rf) and ß < -d sin £ cos c¡/(d cos ¿i -1).
1.2 Notation and terminology. The cr-algebras on the Euclidean spaces R" , n > 1, are taken to be the Borel cr-algebras. The Euclidean norm on R" is denoted License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use by | • |. The unit sphere centered at the origin in R" is denoted by Sn~ . Vectors will be denoted in bold type. In particular, if x G R." , when x is to be regarded as a vector, it will be denoted by x. The Laplacian and gradient operators in Rn will be denoted by A and V respectively. For future reference, we note the expressions for the gradient and Laplace operators on K"\{0} in terms of spherical coordinates (r, co) G (0, oc) x Sn~ . The gradient operator is given by
where er is the unit vector in the radial direction and Vs»-i is the tangential gradient operator on the manifold S"~ . The Laplacian is given by ft fi
where As"-, is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on Sn~l. For further expansions of these operators, see [10, p. 339] .
For each Borel set F c Rn , let C(F) denote the set of continuous real-valued functions on F, and let Cb(F) denote the functions in C(F) that are bounded on F . For each k > 1, let C (F) denote the set of real-valued functions that are defined and k-times continuously differentiable on some domain containing F . Let Cb (F) denote those functions in C (F) that together with their partial derivatives up to and including those of order k are bounded on F .
For a Borel set Fcflc^"1, Ck(F ) and Cb(F) can be identified with the corresponding sets of functions obtained by stereographic projection of Q into R ~ , where a point in 5 ~ \Q is chosen as the point sent to infinity by this projection. We may thus regard C (F) and Cb (F) as Banach spaces of functions on Fcfl and apply results such as those in Gilbarg and Trudinger [8] which can be inferred from properties of their stereographic projections.
A function t: Cg -► [0, oo] is a stopping time if {t < /} = {w G G: t(w) < t} is in ^ for all t > 0. The er-algebra associated with t is denoted by Jfx = a{w(t At): t > 0}. Define t0: Cq -> [0, oo] by T0 = inf{Z >0: w(t) = 0}, where 0 denotes the origin (vertex of the cone C7). We adopt the usual convention that equalities between random variables or processes are to hold almost surely.
2. Existence 2.1 Absorbed process.
Theorem 2.1. For each x e G, there is a unique probability measure Px on (Cç, Jf) with the following three properties. The family {Px , x G G} is called the solution of the submartingale problem associated with (G, v) with absorption at the vertex.
The following lemmas are needed for the proof of the uniqueness in Theorem 2.1. The proof of the first lemma is deferred to §2.2, where the function in question is also used to determine when the vertex is reached. Note that by path continuity, tm(w) Î r0(wj) as m -► oo, for all w G Cç. Combining this with condition (2.3), we see that it suffices to show for each x G t7\{0} and m: m_1 < *F(x) < m, that there is at most one probability measure P"1 on JfT such that (2.1W2. there. By virtue of the time homogeneity of our data, this is equivalent to the time independent formulation we have used here. Thus, uniqueness holds. For the proof of existence, we adopt a constructive pathwise approach. One could alternatively take a projective limit of the measures P™ on Jí correm sponding to the reflected Brownian motions with smooth data (Gm, v ). However, since there is no guarantee a priori that there is a projective limit on continuous path space, one would have to establish the limit first on say the space of right continuous paths and then verify that the limit measure actually lives on the space of continuous paths. Since the estimates for the latter are the same as for the constructive approach, we use the more concrete constructive approach here. Let B be a ¿/-dimensional Brownian motion starting from the origin, defined on a complete probability space with probability measure Q. Let {^t, t > 0} be the right continuous filtration obtained by augmenting the raw filtration associated with B by the ß-null sets. Let xe6\{0}.
It follows from Proposition 4.1 of Lions and Sznitman [16] that for each m: L < *F(jc) < m, there is a unique pair of continuous ^-adapted processes (Xm , Lm) such that the following two properties hold. In particular,
Thus, the following are well defined ß-a.s.:
a= lim Ta , L(-)= lim \Lm(-ham),
x(t) = lhm'n-°° {t)' {oralUel°>°)
I 0, for all t G [a, oo). For this, let J be a positive integer such that J~ < *F(x) < J and note that
with the usual convention that the infimum of the empty set is +00 . Note that (2.15) JïîmT(X(Z))>^, hmy¥(X(t)) = 0, a < 00 I c {t]2k < a < 00 for all k}.
{ ,T<T J f\a J
We shall prove that the right member of (2.15) is a ß-null set. For this, consider k > 1. By (2.12), after shifting time in the dL integral, on {n2k < 00} we have X(t + n2k) = X(n2k) + B(t + n2k) -B(r¡2k) + [ v(X(s + n2k)) dL(s + n2k) Jo for 0 < t < n2k+x -n2k = inf{s > 0: *¥(X(s + n2k)) < ^}. Let e > 0 be such that the distances between the compact sets 4*" (A) and *¥~ (j) and between ¥~l(2j) and ¥"'(}) in G exceed e. On {r¡2k < 00}, define T, = inf{5>0:|^(5 + z72/t)-^(z/2,)|>e}.
It follows from the uniqueness in Proposition 4.1 of [16] that on {n2k < 00}, L((-A xk) + n2k) is adapted to the filtration generated by X(n2k) and B(-+ r¡2k) -B(t]2k). Then by Itô's formula and the uniqueness of solutions of "stopped" submartingale problems (see Theorem 5.6 of [21] ), on {n2k < oo}, the conditional law of X((-A rk) + n2k) given & is the law of reflected Brownian motion in Gj with reflection field v. and initial position X(n2k) G ¥" (1/7), stopped at the first time it has gone distance e from its starting point. From the uniform estimate contained in the Remark following Theorem 3.1 of [21] , it follows that for each y e (0, 1) there is t > 0 such that for all k>\, (2.16) Q(xk>ty\3rt¡ik)>y on {n2k < oc}.
Then, oo E Q(nlk < oc, n2k+x -n2k > ty\^2k) Thus, ß-a.s., {n2k < oo for all k} c {lim^^ n2k = oo}. Hence, the right member of (2.15) has ß-probability zero and therefore so does the left member.
To complete the proof of (2.13), we will prove a similar result for the other sets depending on j in (2.14). For this, rjk and rk will be defined anew. First, fix j > J and let {rnk}f=x be a strictly increasing sequence of positive integers such that the following two conditions hold.
(i) mx is sufficiently large that m, > j, K = inf{\x\:x£'¥~\mx)}>2, and -p{W:xe'r'(i-)}<l-r
(ii) For k > 2, the distance between *F_ (mfc_,) and 41-(mk) exceeds 1. By induction, define a sequence of stopping times {i/fc}^0 such that n0 = 0 and i/k = inf{/>>7it_1:,l'W/))>mJk}.
Then, ihmV(X(t)) = +<x>, limT(X(Z)) > 7, * < 001 (2.17) 1<t<t n" j J C {nk < a < 00 for all k).
On {nk < 00} , define
Then by (2.12), on {nk < 00} , k > 1, we have where C does not depend on z G G , t or r. Thus, combining the above we have for any t > 0, on {nk < 00} ,
Thus, for each y G (0,1), there is t > 0 such that for all k > 1, Q(xk > ty\&L) > y on {nk < 00}. The proof that the right and hence the left member of (2.17) has ß-probability zero then follows in a similar manner to the argument following (2.16). This completes the proof of (2.13).
Thus we have shown that X is a continuous process satisfying (2.12) and X(t) = 0 for all t > a, where by the continuity of X, a = inf{s > 0: X(s) = 0} . Note that ß-a.s.,
Jo Jo
For fixed t, as m -* 00, by the continuity of X and boundedness of / and Af, we can take the almost sure limit as m -» 00 of the first three terms ■y in (2.20) , and by the boundedness of Vf, we can take the L limit of the stochastic integral, and since L(-Aam) is nondecreasing and can increase only when X is on dG, we can take a monotone a.s. limit of the last term to obtain ß-a.s. for all t > 0,
Since the sum of the first two terms on the right of the equals sign is a martingale and the third term is a continuous increasing process adapted to {^} , and the sum of all three is bounded on each compact time interval, being equal to the left member, it follows that the left member is a ß-submartingale. The probability measure induced on (C-q,J[) by X under ß is then readily seen to satisfy properties (2.1)-(2.3). Since x G C7\{0} was arbitrary, and solvability for x = 0 is trivial, this completes the proof of existence of {Px , x G G}. D Remark. It follows from the uniqueness in Theorem 2.1 (cf. [21, p. 196] ) that the family {Px , x € G} has the strong Markov property. Uniqueness, together with a tightness estimate (cf. [21, p. 181]), yields that for each bounded conp° -tinuous functional /on Cg, x -* E x[f(w(-))] is continuous on C7\{0} . The -p°l atter implies the Feller continuity on C7\{0}, so that x -> E x[f(w(t))] is continuous on C7\{0} for each f e Cb(G) and i>0. Note that on dQ, the inward unit normal n to dG\{0} is also an inward unit normal to d Q in S , since n • er = 0. Hence on dQ. we shall continue to use the same symbol n, whether it is regarded as a vector in R or in the tangent space to S ~ '. Also, by the normalization of v, vT • n = v • n = 1.
In general, explicit formulae for a ^ 0 and a positive y/a G C (Q) such that (2.24)-(2.25) hold cannot be found, except in very special cases of a simple geometry for G and particular directions of reflection with a high degree of symmetry. For example, suppose G is a circular cone with azimuthal angle Ç G (0, n) (measured from the axis of symmetry to the boundary), i.e., G = {x G R : x • u > |x| cos£} for some unit vector u in R , and v = n + ßeT for some constant ß e R. Then a solution of (2.24) can be found as in Burkholder [3, p. 192 
where 6 denotes the azimuthal angular coordinate for points on ÍÍ and F is the hypergeometric function [1] . In those cases for which a is a positive integer,
is a Jacobi polynomial function of cosö , and one can determine those values of ¿¡ and ß such that (2.25) holds. This is illustrated in the example at the end of §3.4 for a = 2. Even in this simple setting, for noninteger values of a it is not easy to determine Ç and ß such that y/a > 0 and (2.25) holds. However, for us it will suffice to show existence of a solution and to give a criterion for determining the sign of a. For this we consider the following eigenvalue problem. We then seek an a ^ 0 such that there is an eigenvalue k(a) and corresponding eigenfunction y/a G C (Q) with y/a > 0 on Q satisfying (2.26)-(2.27) and X(a) = a(a + d -2).
For the eigenvalue problem we have the following existence result. Here dQ denotes integration with respect to (d -1)-dimensional surface measure on Q.
Lemma 2.4. For each a G R there is a unique pair (X(a), y/a) G R x C2 (Q) such that y/a G C2(Q), y/a > 0 on Q, ¡n y/ad0 = 1 and (2.26)-(2.21) hold.
The functions a -* X(a) G R and a -> y/a G C2(Q) are rea/ analytic. Moreover, A (a) Z5 a concave function of a and it is bounded above by the first eigenvalue A0 /or equation (2.26) vvz'i/z Dirichlet boundary conditions in place of (2.21). Proof. We first convert (2.26)-(2.27) to an equivalent problem with a purely oblique derivative boundary condition (i.e., without the term avry/a in (2.27)). For this, resolve vT into its inward normal and tangential components on dQ :
where n • q = 0 and q is in the tangent bundle for dQ c S _1. For brevity, we shall write ^ in place of n • V^-i . Since vr G C (dQ) and dQ is C , we can construct a function g G C (Q) such that g = 0 on dQ and §* = vr on dQ. Then vT • Vsd-¡ g = §f = vr, and so vT • V^-i (eag) = avreag . Thus, y/a G C2(Q) is a solution of (2.26)-(2.27) if and only if fa = eagy/a e C2(Q) is a solution of (2.28) (La + l(a))fa = 0 in Q, (2.29) vT-V5rf-'/a = 0 ondQ.
To prove the existence and analytic dependence on a of an eigenvalue and associated strictly positive eigenfunction for (2.28)-(2.29), we first need to establish the following functional analysis framework so that we can apply the Krein-Rutman [11] theory of positive linear operators and the perturbation theory of Crandall and Rabinowitz [5] .
The operator La is uniformly elliptic in Q with coefficients in C (Q), and vT G C (9 £2) with vT • n = 1. Moreover, for each k > 0, there is Xk G R such that for all a G (-k, k), (2.31) a \Vsd-\g\ -aAsd-\g + Xk < 0 onQ. is a bounded linear operator from C (Q) into C](Q) with \\M \\ < yC for some constant C that can be chosen independent of all y 's satisfying aQ + y G (-k, k). It follows from this and the uniqueness of Ta that there is y0 > 0 (depending on q0) such that for all y G (~y0, y0), aQ + y e (-k, k) and, in the operator topology of operators mapping C'(Q) into C (Q), the series T,7=oTa0(MYTa0)" is uniformly convergent to Ta^+y and y -> Ta¡¡+y is a real analytic function. Since q0 g (-k, k) was arbitrary, it follows that a -> Ta is a real analytic function of a G (-k, k).
Define K = {h e Cl(Q): h >0 onQ}.
In the sense of Krein-Rutman [11] , K is a cone in the Banach space C](Q) with nonempty interior K . Since the inclusion map of C (Q) into C (Q) is compact (see [8, Lemma 6 .36]), when Ta is viewed as a map from C (Q) into C (Q), it is compact. We now show, using the maximum principle and Hopfs boundary point lemma, that Ta maps K into K and is strongly positive (i.e., for any 0 ¿ h e K, we have 7"0A G AT0). License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Note that fa e C2(Q) and fa > 0 on Q, by (2.34) and the facts that Ha > 0, Ta h e C2(Q) for any A G Cl(Q), and TJi > 0 for any O^éheK.
Since na is simple and a -► Ta is real analytic, it follows from Lemma 1.3 2 - of Crandall and Rabinowitz [5] that a -> p.a and a -> fa e C (Q) are real analytic functions of a e (-k, k). Now fa is a solution of (2.28)-(2.29) with X(a) = Xk + p.~l . Although
Ta and pa depend on k, by uniqueness of the eigenfunction fa , it follows that X(a) and fa are uniquely determined, independent of k. Thus, since k was arbitrary, for each a e R we obtain a unique pair (X(a), fa) such that X(a) eR, fae C2(Q), fafade = 1, fa > 0 on Q and (2.28)-(2.29)
hold. Moreover, as functions of a, X(a) and fa are real analytic, as is a -> -«g e C2(Q) Setting y/a = e~agfj$ae~a8fadQ, we obtain the unique pair (X(a), y/a) as described in Lemma 2.4, except that it remains to prove the concavity and boundedness of X(a). For this, note that it follows from Protter and Weinberger [19] and the existence of y/a , that for each a G R, Jda Jsa Thus, (2.41) holds, the denominator being nonzero by the positivity of y/a and y/Q . By the differentiability properties of y/a proved in Lemma 2.4, we can readily justify differentiating with respect to a under the integral signs in (2.41) to obtain X'(a). Then noting that y/0 = constant and /n y/^ dQ = 1, on setting a = 0 we obtain (2.42). D
Remark. There is an intuitive probabilistic interpretation of the relationship between X(a) and a as follows. Consider spherical Brownian on Q with oblique reflection at the boundary dQ, where the direction of reflection is given by the vector field vT . If mass is "created" at the rate avr on dQ, then -X(a) is the rate of "killing" in Q that just balances the creation on the boundary to produce a process that has a nontrivial steady state distribution. At points on dQ where avr < 0, this negative rate of "creation" is to be interpreted as killing at the rate -avr, and similarly if X(a) > 0, this corresponds to creation at the rate X(a) in Q. The "average" of vr over dQ, in the weighted sense of (2.41), determines whether killing (X(a) < 0) or creation (X(a) > 0) is needed to balance the effect of the creation and/or killing on dQ.
We now return to the question that motivated our analysis of X(a). By Lemma 2.4, y(a) = X(a) -a(a + d -2) is a strictly concave function of a, bounded above by X0 -a(a + d -2), and so y(a) tends to -co as a -► ±oo .
Moreover, y(0) = 0. It follows that there is (a unique) a* > 0 (resp. a* < 0) suchthat X(a) = a(a+d-2) if and only if X'(0) > d-2 (resp. X'(0) < d-2). Indeed, we have the following. Lemma 2.7. If X'(0) > d -2 (resp. X'(0) < d -2), there is a unique a* > 0 (resp. a* < 0) such that X(a) = a(a+d-2).
Moreover, Oa. defined by We now give a definitive criterion for determining whether the vertex of the cone is hit by the absorbed process. For 0 < e < *F(x) < R, define xeR = xe A xR. We need the following result which is a consequence of the proof of Lemma 2.8 below. Since that proof does not depend on Theorem 2.2, there is no danger of circularity in using the result here. is twice continuously differentiable and satisfies g = 1 on {y : e < y < R} and g = 0 on {y : y < § or y > 2R) (cf. Lemma 2.2), we obtain a Cb(G) function that agrees with *F on GeR = {x e G: e < ^(x) < R} and for which the submartingale property of (2.2) holds. It follows from this, together with Doob's stopping theorem and (2.5), that <¡>(w(-/\xeR)) isa Px -martingale. Then, since O is bounded on GeR and (2.49) holds, after taking expectations and letting t -> oo, we conclude that In particular, if vr = ß = constant, and G is a circular cone of azimuthal angle c¡, then using the spherical coordinate expressions for dQ and do [10, p. 339], we obtain X'(0) = -ß(sinc;)d~2 / Í (sin6)d~2d6.
Thus, by Theorem 2.2, for x e G\{0}, Px(x0 < oo) = 1 (resp. 0) as ß is less than (resp. greater than or equal to) with an approximate identity, we can obtain a sequence of functions {fn} such that fn e Cl(GrR), fn and Vfn converge uniformly on GrR to / and Vf, respectively, and {A/w} is bounded on GrR and converges pointwise to Af on GrÄ\*F_1(e). By the proof of Theorem 2.1, the process X defined by (2.12) and X(t) = 0 for all t > o, has the law of Px . When we apply Itô's formula to fn and X(-A orR) where orR = inf{t > 0: *¥(X(t)) <r or > R}, we obtain a.s. for all t > 0 :
By Corollary 2.1, the amount of time that X spends in ^"'(e) has Lebesgue measure zero, a.s. Combining this with the nature of the convergence of the fn 's, we can let n -* oo in the above to obtain the same equation with /, Vf, in place of fn, Vfn, respectively, and Afn replaced by 1^ \y-'(e)A/. Since v-Vf = 0 on dGnGrR , and Vf is bounded on GrR , after taking expectations obtain for all / > 0, in this equation and representing the result in terms of the law P of X, we (2.58) EPhf(w(tAxrR))] + EP° ypR l{0E)mw(s)))h(w(s))ds = f(x).
On letting t -> oo, then r -► 0, we conclude by Fatou's lemma and the nonnegativity of /, that </(*).
(2.59) ET' y l{0£)(V(w(s)))h(w(s))ds
Setting e = R and recalling that A is bounded below by a strictly positive constant on G\{0} , we conclude that
Hence (2.49) holds and Theorem 2.2 is validated. In particular, for a < 0, x0R = xR P°-a.s. It follows that for all a, f(w(x0R)) = 0 Px-a.s. Then, letting t -> oo followed by r -> 0 in (2.58), by bounded and monotone convergence we obtain (2.51). D -p°C orollary 2.2. For a<2 and x e G\{0}, E x [t0] = +00. For a > 2, there are constants bx and b2 depending on the data (G, v) such that 0 < bx < b2 < 00 and 2 p° 7
bx\x\ < E x[x0] < b2\x\ . Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.8 on letting e = R -> 00 in the same manner as Corollary 2.3 of [22] follows from Theorem 2.3 there. 0 2.4 Existence. In this section it is shown that if a < 2, there is a solution of the submartingale problem with "reflection" rather than absorption at the vertex of the cone. This is obtained as a weak limit from a family of approximating processes which have a jump at the vertex.
Let Dg denote the space of all functions w: [0, 00) -> G which are right continuous on [0, 00) and have finite left limits on (0, 00). Endow Dg with the Skorohod topology (cf. Kurtz [12, p. 7] ). The Borel tr-algebra JiD associated with this metric topology on Dg is the same as that generated by the coordinate maps: JiD = o{w(s): 0 < s < 00}. The restriction of JfD to Cg is Jf and we may think of Px as a probability measure on (Dg, JfD) concentrated on (Cg, Jf). Let Jft = o{w(s): 0 < s < t, w e Dg} for each Z>0.
For each â e G\{0} and x e G, we shall define a probability measure Px on Dg such that Px is the law of an approximating process that, starts from x, behaves like the process with absorption at the vertex prior to hitting the vertex but rather than being absorbed there, jumps instantaneously to the point 6 in the cone and continues from there as if it had started there. Let o0 = 0 and define {on, n > 1} inductively by By the consistency of the Q" , we can define Px to be equal to ß" on Jff_ for all n. From the fact that P°(sup0<J</ \w(s) -w(0)\ > {-\S\) < 1 for t sufficiently small, it follows that there is a probability measure Px on (Dg, Jf ) such that Px = Q" on jtf_ for all n and Px(Hmn^ooon = +00) = 1. If Px (x0 < 00) = 0, we define Px = Px for x ^ 0, and PQ is defined to equal Ps . By construction, for each ô e G\{0} , the family {Px , x e G} on (Dg, JfD) has the strong Markov property. Lemma 2.9. For each fixed x e G, the family {Px} on (Dg, Jf ) is tight as \S\ -> 0, i.e., for any sequence {Sn}^=x c G\{0} such that \ôn\ -> 0, there is a subsequence {ân }^, such that {Px"k}kx'=x converges weakly to a probability measure on (Dg ,Jf). Assume that \ô\ is so small that |<5| < y/3. Then, by the strong Markov property of the family {Px , x e G} we have supPx(nx(y) < t) < sup Px(nx(y/6) < t) (2.62) X€G ' M-7ß = sup Px(nx(y/6) < t). .7) is bounded below by a strictly positive constant which is independent of x satisfying |x -x0| < e/4 and d(x, dG) >k . Combining this with (3.5) and (3.6) yields the desired result. D 3.2 Preliminary lemmas. The following two lemmas are preparatory to the proof of the ergodic result in §3.3, but they are also of independent interest. In the following, CR¿ denotes the set of continuous functions w : [0, oo) -> R , endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets in [0, oo). Also, .# and {^#r} denote the natural o-ñeld and filtration on CR¿ generated by the coordinate maps. For any domain U c R with a C boundary and a C vector field u defined on d U, a solution of the submartingale problem for (Í7, u) starting from x g U, is a probability measure Qx on CRd such that the following three conditions hold. (3.8) ßx(^(0)=x) = l.
(3.9) Qx(w(t)eV for all t>0) = I. . Existence of such a Qx is guaranteed if U is bounded, and also in the cases of U = H and U = Gr of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 below, since there local existence follows from [21] and global existence (nonexplosion) follows from the homogeneity of the boundary and of the boundary conditions outside a compact set (cf. the proof of Theorem
2.1).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Lemma 3.1. Let H be an open half-space in R and fix x0 G dH. Let u be a fixed vector in R such that u • n = 1, where n is the inward unit normal to dH. For each r > 0, define nr = inf{t > 0: \w(t) -xQ\ > r}, where w is the canonical process on CK¿. Fix rQ > 0 and let x e H such that \x -x0| < r0. Let Qx denote the probability measure on CRd associated with the solution of the submartingale problem for (H,u) with starting point x. Then the following hold.
(i) Qx-a.s., r\r is a continuous functional on CR«¿.
(ii) For any sequence of probability measures {Qn} that converges weakly to Qx on (CRd, Jt), we have
for all f e C(dB(x0, r0)), where B(x0, rQ) = {y G Rd : \y -x0| < r0}. Proof, (i) By analogy with [12, pp. 13-14] , it suffices to show that Now, ßx-a.s., nr î nr as r Î rQ , since w(-) has continuous paths starting from x. On the other hand, for r j r0, under Qx conditioned on w(nr) $ dH, w(' + ^r ) almost surely hits {y : \y -x0| > r0} immediately and so rjr J. nr . It remains to consider what happens when we condition on w(n. ) e dH. For this, suppose z G dH and \z-xQ\ = r0. Now, w has the following scaling property under Qz (this can be verified from scaling of the submartingale problem as for Lemma 2. (ii) For this part of the proof, we denote r0 simply by r. Fix / g C(dB(x0, r)). Let ^z(x) = f(x0 + r(x -x0)/|x -x0|) for |x -x0| > \r and extend A to be continuous on all of R . Since n • w(-) under Qx is a onedimensional reflected Brownian motion, we have (3.11) EQ*(ns)< oo for all s >0. Fix A^ suchthat (3.12)-(3.13) hold. Then from these inequalities and (3.14), we see that the lim^^^ of the left member of (3.15) is bounded by 2(11/1100 + Halloo) 6 • since e > ° was arbitrary, (ii) follows. □ Then there are k , y > 0 5zzcA that for all 0 < r < y and x e G satisfying \x -x0| <\r, we have Px(w(nr)eIr)>K>0, where k and y are independent of r.
Proof. The idea of the proof is to approximate w under Px locally near x0 by a reflected Brownian motion in a half-space with boundary that is the tangent plane to dG at x0 and with constant reflection field given by v(x0). Since the above estimate holds for such a reflected Brownian motion, it will then follow for w under Px for all r sufficiently small. Let n0 be the inward unit normal to dG at x0 and let v0 = v(x0). Define H = {x e Rd : x ■ n0 > 0}.
Then dH is the tangent plane to dG at x0. Since the boundary of G is 2 I C (in fact it is C ) near x0, in a sufficiently small neighborhood of x0 this boundary can be represented as the graph of a Cb function defined on a neighborhood of x0 in dH. More precisely, choose Cartesian coordinates y = (yx, ... , yd) centered at x0 such that the positive yrf-axis is parallel to n0 . Then y = (yx, ... , yd_l) e dH, and there is an r0 > 0 and a Cb function C0 defined on the ball {y : \y\ < r0} in dH such that for 0o(y) = yd -C0(y), G n B(x0, r0) = {ye B(x0, r0) : 4>0(y) > 0} and dG n B(x0, r0) = {ye B(x0, r0): </>0(y) = 0}.
We say <t50 is a defining function for G in Z?(x0, r0). Since the inward normal to d G at x0 is parallel to the yd-axis and in the direction of V<£0(0), it follows that VRd-i (0(0) = 0. Then, since C0 is a C¿ function, there is a constant C > 0 such that for |y| < r0, |C0Ö>)| < C|yf and \VÇ0(y)\ < C\y\.
For 0 < r < \rQ, let hr(y) = y/r and for |y| < 2, let Çr(y) = \^(ry) and <f)r(y) = yd -Cr(y). Then Af dilates the set Gn5(x0,2r) to {y G 5(x0, 2): </>r(y) > 0}, and the vector field v on dG n 5(x0, 2r) determines a vector field vr on {y G 5(x0, 2): </>r(y) = 0} by vr(y) = \(ry). Because of the Cb nature of C0 and v, and the above bounds on C0 and V(0, for all r sufficiently small, Çr can be extended to a C2 function on dH and vr can be extended to a c\ vector field on {y G Rd : tf>r(y) = yd -Çr(y) = 0}, in such a way that Cr(y) = 0 and vr(y, Çr(y)) = v0 for |y| > 4, \Q<C'r, |VCr| < CV and d2L dyidy] <C'r, i,je{l,...,d}, ondH, J |vr -v0| < C r and vr • V</>r > c> 0 on {y G R : <£r(y) = 0}, for some constants C' and c that are independent of r. Let g(yrf) be a nondecreasing Cè function on R that agrees with yd on \yd\ < 1 and equals 2sgn(y¿) for \yd\ > 2. By replacing yrf by g(y¿) in the definition of tf>r, we obtain a C6 function which for all r sufficiently small defines the same domain Gr = {y e R : <j>r(y) > 0} and has the same properties mentioned above as the original 4>r. We shall henceforth consider only such sufficiently small r and use (j)r(y) = g(yd) -Cr(9) • Then the data (Gr, vr) satisfy the hypotheses of Stroock-Varadhan [21] , and so for each x e Gr, there is a unique solution Px of the submartingale problem on CRd associated with (Gr, vr) starting from x . Note also that since Gr n B(xQ, 2) = hr(Gn B (x0, 2r) ), the image of Ir under hr is fx = {x e Grf)dB(x0, I): d(x,dGr) > |}.
Let wr(-) = x0 + (w(r2-) -x0)/r, a deterministic time-change of the image of w under hr, and let n\ = inf{t > 0: wr(t) £ B(x0, 1)}. Then, for each x G G satisfying |x -x0| < \r, by using a semimartingale representation for w ( Then, for such r, by modifying /^ off large compact sets to be in C¿ (E ) and still satisfy the above inequality (cf. Lemma 2.2), we may apply the submartingale property of Prz to conclude that for each z e Gr, (3.17) fk(w(t))-X-j\fk(w(s))ds is a local submartingale under Pz on (CRd, J(, {^t}) ■ For each R > 0, let nR be defined on CRd by nR = inf{t > 0: \w(t)-xQ\ > R} . Now, {P"1} converges weakly to P for some subsequence {n,} of {«} . Then, for all but countably many R, (w(-AnR), nR) under P"' converges weakly to (w(-AnR, nR)) under P, (cf. [12, p. 13] , [7, p. 355] ). Thus, by stopping the local submartingale in (3.17) at nR for a nonexceptional R, we obtain a submartingale under P"' which retains this property for the weak limit P. Letting R -> oo yields that (3.17) is a local submartingale under P. Since fk->f uniformly on compact sets in R and Afk = Af, it follows on letting & -> oo that f(w(t))-~j'Af(w(s))ds is a local submartingale under P on (CR¿, .#, {^}). In fact it is a submartingale since / and Af are bounded. Then P is a solution of the submartingale problem for (H, v0) starting from x . By uniqueness of this solution, henceforth denoted by Qx , it follows that {Pn} converges weakly to Qx .
Let 7, = {z g 7/n5(x0, 1): d(x, dH) > ¿}. Since Çr -> 0 uniformly as r -» 0, 7[ c /[ for all sufficiently small r. Moreover, using a semimartingale representation for w under Qx , it can be shown that there is k > 0 : (3.18) Qx(w(nx) e Jx)>k for all x G H such that |x -x0| < ¿ .
We now prove Lemma 3.2 by contradiction. For this, suppose there are sequences {rn} c [0, oo) and {xn} such that rn -> 0 and for each n , xn e G, \xn~xo\^\rn and n-»oo <k, by (3.19) .
But this contradicts (3.18) . Hence the lemma is proved. D Remark. Although we shall not need it here, since infx 6ö£i(v0 ■ n0) > 0, the constant k > 0 in the above lemma (see (3.18) ) can be chosen independent of x0göQ. whenever |x -x0| < \r. Let n0 denote the inward unit normal to dG at x0 and let dH denote the tangent plane to dG at x0. As in the proof of Lemma 3.2, in a sufficiently small neighborhood of x0 , the boundary dG can be represented as the graph of a Cb function defined on dH whose gradient is zero at x0 . It follows that for all r sufficiently small, (x -x0) • n0 > r/16 for all x e Ir/2 and |(x -x0) • n0| < r/32 for all x e dG n B(x0, r). Then for whenever Ar c G n dB(xQ, r) satisfies \Ar\ > \\G n dB(xQ, r)\. G Lemma 3.4. Suppose a < 2. Let {xn} be a sequence in G suchthat xn -* x G G and let {P"} be a sequence of probability measures on (Cg, Jt) such that for each n, Pn is a solution of the submartingale problem (SP) starting from xn. Then {Pn} has a weak limit point and any such limit point is a solution of the submartingale problem (SP) starting from x.
Proof. For 0 < a < 2, this is proved in the same manner as Theorem 3.7 of [22] . For q < 0, we use a modification of the argument in [22, Theorem 3.7] , as follows. Tightness of the family is proved by similar arguments to those in Lemma 2.9, and by analogous reasoning to that in Theorem 2.3, any weak limit point P* of {P"} is a probability measure on (Cq,JI) satisfying conditions (1.4)-(1.5). Thus it remains to verify that P* satisfies (1.6).
By similar reasoning to that in the proof of Theorem 2.1, P* = Px on Jf. . In particular, by Theorem 2.2, we have P*(tn < oo) = 0 if x / 0, and then (1.6) holds. On the other hand, suppose x = 0 and by restricting to a subsequence if necessary, suppose {Pn} converges weakly to P*. Note that xn may equal 0 for infinitely many n. For each r > 0, let xr = inf{t > 0: V{w{t)) > r}. Then (cf. Lemma 2.10), for 0 < e < R, R > sup" \xn\, we have if a = 0,
By Fatou's lemma, on letting e j 0 and then R f oo, we deduce that (1.6) holds for P* . a Proof. First suppose that 0 < a < 2. Then the result follows for x = 0 in the same manner as Theorem 3.6 of [22] . For x # 0, it follows from Lemma 2.8 with e = R and the result for x = 0, since an r.c.p.d of Pv given J?T where Ar = {ye GndB(x0, r) : h(y) > 0} and Br = {ye GndB(xQ, r) : h(y) < 0}. Note that either \Ar\ > \\G n dB(x0, r)\ or \Br\ > \\G n dB(x0, r)\. It follows by Lemma 3.3 that there is zc > 0 (not depending on r) and y e (0, \) such that for each 0 < r <y , either
P°x(w(nr)eAr)>K or P°x(w(nr) e Br) > k for all x G G: |x -x0| < \r. For 0 < r < y, define Mr = s\ip{h(x): x eGndB(x0,r)} and mr = inf{h(x): x e Gi~)dB(x0, r)}. Since one of these alternatives must hold for all x eG: |x-x0| < \r, it follows that _sup_|Ar(x) -hr(y)\ < Cr(2 -K). for all x G Q: \x -x0| < y. Since Q is compact, it follows that {Qf: f e C(Q), 11/11 < 1} is equicontinuous and so is relatively compact, by the AscoliArzela theorem. D Theorem 3.3. Suppose g and h are bounded continuous functions on Q such that h > 0, but h ^ 0. Suppose {un} is a sequence of probability measures on (Q,^(Q)). Then /ño h(x)un(dx)
where C(g,h) is a finite constant depending only on Q, g and h, and not on the sequence {vn}.
Proof. The crux of the proof is to verify that ß satisfies the hypotheses of the Krein-Rutman theorem. The compactness of Q: C(Q) -> C(Q) was proved in (ii) There is at most one family of probability measures {Px, x G G} satisfying the submartingale problem (SP) that has the strong Markov property.
Proof. This follows by the same kind of argument as in Theorems 12.2.4 and 12.2.3 in [20] . The only hypotheses of substance that need to be checked occur in the supporting Lemmas 12.2.1 and 12.2.2 in [20] . This amounts to showing the weak compactness and measurability in (s, x) of the set W(s, x) of solutions of the submartingale problem starting from x at time 5. But these can be verified using Lemma 3.4 and the time homogeneity of our problem. D if and only if * _ -¿/sin g cos g d cos2 £ -1 If ß < ß*, it can be shown in a similar manner to that in Theorem 3.11 of [22] , that for any solution P0 of the submartingale problem (SP) starting from 0, the function q(r, 6) = r2p(6) applied to w(-) yields a local supermartingale. But, the minimum value of this supermartingale is taken at 0, and so it would follow that P0(w(t)) = 0 for all t > 0) = 1, contradicting (1.6). Consequently, for ß < ß* we must have a > 2. If ß > ß*, then q(w(-A t0)) will be a local submartingale under Px for all x G G, and this can be used in a similar manner to the local martingale Q>(w (-A t0) ) , to obtain estimates such as in §2.3 that imply the existence of a solution of the submartingale problem (SP), from which it follows that a < 2. In summary, for this example we have a > 2 if and only if S, < cos-1'(1 ¡yfd) and ß < ß*.
